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What is HIVE? 



What is HIVE?

HIVE Goals
• Provide efficient, affordable, 

interoperable, and user 
friendly access to multiple 
vocabularies during 
metadata creation activities

• Present a model and an 
approach that can be 
replicated
—> not necessarily a service

Phases
1. Building HIVE
Vocabulary preparation
Server development

2. Sharing HIVE
Continuing education 

3. Evaluating HIVE
Examining HIVE in Dryad reposit.
Automatic indexing performance

4. Expanding HIVE
HIVE-ES, HIVE-EU…



HIVE Demo Home Page



HIVE Demo Concept Browser



HIVE Demo Indexing



What is HIVE-ES

• HIVE-ES or HIVE-Español (Spanish), is an application of the HIVE 
project (Helping Interdisciplinary Vocabulary Engineering) for
exploring and using methods and systems to publish widely used
Spanish controlled vocabularies in SKOS.

• HIVE-ES chief vocabulary partner is the National Library of Spain
(BNE): skosification of EMBNE (BNE Subject Headings)

• Establishing alliances for vocabularies skosification: BNCS (DeCS), 
CSIC IEDCYT (several thesauri).

• HIVE-ES wiki: http://klingon.uc3m.es/hive-es/wiki/

• HIVE-ES demo server: http://klingon.uc3m.es/hive-es

• HIVE-ES demo server at nescent: http://hive-test.nescent.org/

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Complete

http://klingon.uc3m.es/hive-es/wiki/index.php/Proyecto_HIVE
http://klingon.uc3m.es/hive-es/wiki/
http://klingon.uc3m.es/hive-es
http://hive-test.nescent.org/


HIVE ARCHITECTURE: 
TECHNICAL OVERVIEW



HIVE Technical 
Overview

• HIVE combines several 
open-source technologies 
to provide a framework for 
vocabulary services.

• Java-based web services

• Open-source Google Code 
http://code.google.com/p/hive-mrc

• Source code, pre-compiled 
releases, documentation, 
mailing lists

http://code.google.com/p/hive-mrc


HIVE 
Components

• HIVE Core API
Java API for vocabularies 
management 

• HIVE Web Service
Google Web Toolkit 
(GWT) based interface 
(Concept Browser and 
Indexer)

• HIVE REST API
RESTful API

http://code.google.com/p/hive-mrc/wiki/AboutHiveCore
http://code.google.com/p/hive-mrc/wiki/AboutHiveWeb
http://code.google.com/p/hive-mrc/wiki/AboutHiveRestService


HIVE Supporting 
Technologies

Sesame (OpenRDF): Open-
source triple store and 
framework for storing and 
querying RDF data 
Used for primary storage, structured 
queries

Lucene: Java-based full-text 
search engine
Used for keyword searching, 
autocomplete (version 2.0)

KEA++/Maui: Algorithms and 
Java API for automatic 
indexing



edu.unc.ils.hive.api

SKOSServer:
Provides access to one or more 
vocabularies

SKOSSearcher:
Supports searching across 
multiple vocabularies

SKOSTagger:
Supports tagging/keyphrase
extraction across multiple 
vocabularies

SKOSScheme:
Represents an individual 
vocabulary (location of 
vocabulary on file system)



AUTOMATIC INDEXING IN HIVE



About KEA++ http://www.nzdl.org/Kea/

• Machine learning approach. http://code.google.com/p/hive-
mrc/wiki/AboutKEA

• Domain-independent machine learning approach with minimal 
training set (~50 documents)….

• Leverages SKOS relationships and alternate/preferred labels

• Algorithm and open-source Java library for extracting keyphrases
from documents using SKOS vocabularies.

• Developed by Alyona Medelyan (KEA++), based on earlier work by 
Ian Witten (KEA) from the Digital Libraries and Machine Learning 
Lab at the University of Waikato, New Zealand.

Medelyan, O. and Whitten I.A. (2008). “Domain independent automatic keyphrase indexing with small training 
sets.” Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, (59) 7: 1026-1040).

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Knowledge base approach (rule-based)Manual construction of rules based on expert classifications.Machine learning approachUse expert classifications to construct a statistical model for future classifications.Moens, M.F. (2000). Automatic Indexing and Abstracting Documents. London: Kluwer.

http://www.nzdl.org/Kea/
http://code.google.com/p/hive-mrc/wiki/AboutKEA
http://www.nzdl.org/Kea/


KEA Model

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
1. Documents - Kea gets a directory name and processes all documents in this directory that have the extension ".txt". The default language and the encoding is set to English, but this can be changed as long as a corresponding stopword file and a stemmer is provided.2. Thesaurus - If a vocabulary is provided, Kea matches the documents' phrases against this file. For processing SKOS files stored as rdf files, Kea uses the Jena API. For free indexing, use the option "-v none".3. Extracting Candidates - Here Kea extracts n-grams of a predefined length (e.g. 1 to 3 words) that do not start or end with a stopword. In controlled indexing, it only collects those n-grams that match thesaurus terms. If the thesaurus defines relations between non-allowed terms (non-descriptors) and allowed terms (descriptors), it replaces each descriptor by an equivalent non-descriptor. �In the above diagram, pseudo-phrase matching means removing stopwords from the phrase, and then stemming and ordering the remaining words.4. Features - For each candidate phrase Kea computes 4 feature values: TFxIDF is a measure describing the specificity of a term for this document under consideration, compared to all other documents in the corpus. Candidate phrases that have high TFxIDF value are more likely to be keyphrases.First occurrence is computed as the percentage of the document preceeding the first occurrence of the term in the document. Terms that tend to appear at the start or at the end of a document are more likely to be keyphrases. Length of a phrase is the number of its component words. Two-word phrases are usually preferred by human indexers.Node degree of a candidate phrase is the number of phrases in the candidate set that are semantically related to this phrase. This is computed with the help of the thesaurus. Phrases with high degree are more likely to be keyphrases. 5. Building the model - Before being able to extract keyphrases from new documents, Kea first needs to create a model that learns the extraction strategy from manually indexed documents. This means, for each document in the input directory there must be a file with the extension ".key" and the same name as the corresponding document. This file should contain manually assigned keyphrases, one per line. �Given the list of the candidate phrases (3.), Kea marks those that were manually assigned as positive example and all the rest as negative examples. By analyzing the feature values (4.) for positive and negative candidate phrases, a model is computed, which reflects the distribution of feature values for each phrase. 6. Extracting keyphrases - When extracting keyphrases from new documents, Kea takes the model (5.) and feature values for each candidate phrase and computes its probability of being a keyphrase. Phrases with the highest probabilities are selected into the final set of keyphrases. The user can specify the number of keyphrases that need to be selected.



KEA++ at a Glance
• Machine learning approach to keyphrase extraction
• Two stages:

• Candidate identification: find terms that relate to the 
document’s content
• Parse the text into tokens based on whitespace and punctuation
• Create word n-grams based on longest term in CV
• Remove all stopwords from the n-gram
• Stem to grammatical root (Porter) (aka "pseudophrase") 
• Stem terms in vocabulary (Porter)
• Replace non-descriptors with descriptors using CV relationships
• Match stemmed n-grams to vocabulary terms

• Keyphrase selection: uses a model to identify the most 
significant terms



KEA++ candidate identification

• Stemming is not perfect…



KEA++: Feature definition

• Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency: 
Frequency of a phrase’s occurrence in a document with 
frequency in general use.

• Position of first occurrence: Distance from the beginning 
of the document. Candidates with high/low values are 
more likely to be valid (introduction/conclusion)

• Phrase length: Analysis suggests that indexers prefer to 
assign two-word descriptors

• Node degree: Number of relationships between the term 
in the CV.



MAUI  http://maui-indexer.googlecode.com

• Maui, an algorithm for topic indexing, which can be 
used for the same tasks as Kea, but offers additional
features. 

• MAUI features:
• term assignment with a controlled vocabulary (or thesaurus) 
• subject indexing
• topic indexing with terms from Wikipedia 
• keyphrase extraction
• terminology extraction
• automatic tagging

http://maui-indexer.googlecode.com


MAUI  Feature definition
• Frequency statistics, such as term frequency, inverse

document frequency, TFxIDF; 
• Occurrence positions in the document text, e.g. 

beginning and end, spread of occurrences; 
• Keyphraseness, computed based on topics assigned

previously in the training data, or particular behaviour
of terms in Wikipedia corpus; 

• Semantic relatedness, computed using semantic
relations encoded in provided thesauri, if applicable, 
or using statistics from the Wikipedia corpus; 



Software inside MAUI

• Kea (Major parts of Kea became parts of Maui without modifications. Other
parts, extended with new elements)

• Weka machine learning toolkit for creating the topic indexing model from
documents with topics assigned by people and applying it to new 
documents. (Kea only containes a cut-down version of Weka (several
classes), Maui includes the complete library.)

• Jena library for topic indexing with many kinds of controlled vocabularies. 
It reads RDF-formatted thesauri (specifically SKOS) and stores them in 
memory for a quick access. 

• Wikipedia Miner for accessing Wikipedia data
• Converts regular Wikipedia dumps into MySql database format and provides an object-

oriented access to parts of Wikipedia like articles, disambiguation pages and hyperlinks.
• Algorithm for computing semantic relatedness between articles, to disambiguate

documents to Wikipedia articles and for computing semantic features. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Kea Maui builds on the keyphrase extraction algorithm Kea in that it utilizes the two-step process of automatic indexing: candidate selection and filtering. Major parts of Kea became parts of Maui without any further modifications. Other parts, like feature computation, were extended with new elements. Weka Maui inherits from Kea the machine learning toolkit Weka for creating the topic indexing model from documents with topics assigned by people and applying it to new documents. However, while Kea only containes a cut-down version of Weka (several classes), Maui includes the complete library. This gives more opportunities to experienced users for tailoring Maui’s code to specific data sets. Jena In order to make Maui applicable for topic indexing with many kinds of controlled vocabularies, the Jena library is included. It reads RDF-formatted thesauri and stores them in memory for a quick access. Any vocabulary in RDF format (specifically SKOS) can be used: Agrovoc - Agricultural thesaurus developed by the FAO of UN; MeSH - Medical Subject Headings by the National Library of Medicine; HEP - High Energy Physics thesaurus; Library of Congress Subject Headings (untested) and others. Wikipedia Miner For accessing Wikipedia data, Maui utilizes Wikipedia Miner. This package converts regular Wikipedia dumps into MySql database format and provides an object-oriented access to parts of Wikipedia like articles, disambiguation pages and hyperlinks. Wikipedia Miner also implements an algorithm for computing semantic relatedness between articles that Maui uses to disambiguate documents to Wikipedia articles and for computing semantic features. 

http://nzdl.org/kea
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
http://jena.sourceforge.net/
http://wikipedia-miner.sourceforge.net


HIVE IN THE REAL WORLD



Who’s using HIVE?

HIVE is being evaluated by several institutions and organizations:
• Long Term Ecological Research Network (LTER)

• Prototype for keyword suggestion for Ecological Markup Language (EML) 
documents. 

• Library of Congress Web Archives (Minerva)
• Evaluating HIVE for automatic LCSH subject heading suggestion for web archives.

• Dryad Data Repository
• Evaluating HIVE for suggestion of controlled terms during the submission and 

curation process. (Scientific name, spatial coverage, temporal coverage, 
keywords).

• Scientific names (IT IS), Spacial coverage (TGN, Alexandria Gazetteer), Keywords 
(NBII, MeSH, LCSH). http://www.datadryad.org

• Yale University, Smithsonian Institution Archives 

http://scoria.lternet.edu:8080/lter-hive-prototypes/
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/lcwa/html/lcwa-home.html
http://www.datadryad.org/
http://www.datadryad.org/






Automatic metadata extraction in Dryad



Automatic Indexing with HIVE: pilot studies

• Different types of studies:
• Usability studies (Huang 2010).
• Comparison of performance with indexing systems

(Sherman, 2010)
• Improving Consistency via Automatic Indexing

(White, Willis and Greenberg 2012)
• Systematic analysis of HIVE indexing performance 

(HIVE-ES Project Members)



Usability tests

(Huang 2010)
• Search A Concept:

• Average time: librarians 4.66 m., scientists, 3.55 m.
• Average errors: librarians 1.5; scientists 1.75.

• Automatic indexing:
• Average time: librarians 1.96 m., scientists 2.,1 m.
• Average errors: librarians 0.83; scientists 1.00.

• Safisfaction rating: 
• SUS (System Usability Scale): librarians 74.5; scientists 79.38.

• Enjoyment and concentration (Ghani’s Flow metrics)
• Enjoyment: librarians 17, scientists 15.25.
• Concentration: librarians 15.83, scientists 16.75.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
6.3.2 Usability ProblemsThe qualitative analysis presented above help to identify three chief problems.These problems were discussed below with recommendation to address these problems.Problem 1: Descriptive information for particular vocabularies is absentAlmost all the participants reported that they don’t understand what“AGROVOC” or what “NBII” means. The librarians all have previous experiences withLCSH, but they don’t know what are “NBII” or “AGORVOC”. This problem is more36severe for the researchers who don’t have previous experiences with any controlledvocabulary.Recommendation: The HIVE homepage might be improved here by containingtextual description for each vocabulary loaded in HIVE, with the explanation of the fullname of the vocabulary, the domain knowledge the vocabulary represent, as well as otherrelevant information such as the institute who maintains the vocabulary, etc. It might beeven useful if user is able to retrieve the vocabulary information by mouse over theabbreviation of the vocabulary in any place.Problem 2: Close and open indication for vocabulary status is not evident tousers. //JANE STOP HERE! Will re-read this section and still discussion andconclusion. Let’s briefly talk about the conclusion.]The close and open vocabularies feature is not evident to users. Only one usernoticed that she can close or open the vocabulary without the reminding from theevaluator. One librarian reported: “It’s too small to me”. But once they are instructedthey are able to close the vocabulary from HIVE very easily. However, the participantsdo not quite understand what will happen if they close or open a vocabulary. Theparticipants interpret the close/open vocabularies as search criteria rather than as thevocabulary being loaded into HIVE so that they can browse and search.In the second task User 1 issued the search in the search box on home page, shecomplained that there is no way for her to select which vocabularies to search from. Shethan noticed that she can click the Concept Browser tab and then select whichvocabularies to open. After that she was able to search within LCSH and NBII. However,User 2 reported on the third task that she was thinking the opened vocabularies in the37second task would keep in the system when she went to the third task so she does notsecond task would keep in the system when she went to the third task so she does nothave to select again. There is a lack of understanding how close/open vocabularies wouldwork on HIVE.Recommendation: A search criteria selection feature should be implementedindependently of the close/open vocabularies feature. The open/close vocabularies featurecan still persist inside Concept Browser. In addition, under the search box where user caninitiate the search, a selection of vocabularies should be provided for users to expresswhich vocabularies to select from. Meanwhile, an explanation about open/closevocabulary should be written on the interface to instruct users. Meanwhile, the icon andfont for close/open vocabularies feature should be larger hence it can be more evident tousers.Problem 3: Document upload should provide explicit feedback.More than 4 participants got lost after they selected the document and clicked theupload button. HIVE does not explicitly tell users that the document has been uploaded.They asked question like “Has it uploaded already?” and didn’t proceed to next step untilthey got the confirmation from the evaluator.Recommendation: A feedback dialog should be implemented to tell users thatthe document has been successfully uploaded.



Automatic metadata generation: comparison
of annotators (HIVE / NCBO BioPortal)
(Sherman 2010)
• BioPortal: term matching. Vs. HIVE: machine learning.
• Document set: Dryad repository article abstracts

(random selection): 12 journals, 2 articles journal = 24
• Results: HIVE annotator: 

• 10 percent higher specificity.
• 17 percent higher exhaustivity.
• 19.4 percent higher precision.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Specificity- For the purposes of this project, specificity describes the extent to which terms produced describe the resource accurately and precisely. Specificity of terms was measured on an ordinal scale with values of 1 (good), 2 (fair), 3 (poor). Specificity values were determined according to the judgment of each evaluator. • Exhaustivity- For the purposes of this project, exhaustivity is defined as the extent of coverage a term set presents. Exhaustivity of result sets was also measured on an ordinal scale with values of 1 (good), 2 (fair), 3 (poor). Exhaustivity values were determined according to the judgment of each evaluator. • Relevance- For each set of results, human evaluators identified unique relevant terms produced by the annotator. Terms were defined as relevant by each evaluator according to their personal assessment. • Precision- After relevant terms for each term set produced by each annotator were identified, counted, and recorded, a basic precision measure was calculated by dividing the number of relevant terms by the total number of terms.  There is a growing need to develop effective techniques and tools for automatic metadata generation. The research presented in this master's paper compares the annotation functions of NCBO BioPortal with those of HIVE in order to determine whether basic term matching techniques or machine learning techniques produce higher quality results. The research was conducted by selecting a document set and testing it on both annotators. The metadata generated by the annotators was then assessed by three human evaluators in terms of relevance, precision, specificity, and exhaustivity. The research found that on average the results produced by the HIVE annotator, which employed machine learning techniques, had 10 percent higher specificity, 17 percent higher exhaustivity, and 19.4 percent higher precision than the results produced by BioPortal. The paper concludes that the machine learning underlying HIVE produces higher quality results than basic term matching techniques, and that this approach deserves greater research attention. 



Automatic metadata generation: comparison
of annotators (HIVE / NCBO BioPortal)

(Sherman 2010)                  Specificity

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Specificity- For the purposes of this project, specificity describes the extent to which terms produced describe the resource accurately and precisely. Specificity of terms was measured on an ordinal scale with values of 1 (good), 2 (fair), 3 (poor). Specificity values were determined according to the judgment of each evaluator. • Exhaustivity- For the purposes of this project, exhaustivity is defined as the extent of coverage a term set presents. Exhaustivity of result sets was also measured on an ordinal scale with values of 1 (good), 2 (fair), 3 (poor). Exhaustivity values were determined according to the judgment of each evaluator. • Relevance- For each set of results, human evaluators identified unique relevant terms produced by the annotator. Terms were defined as relevant by each evaluator according to their personal assessment. • Precision- After relevant terms for each term set produced by each annotator were identified, counted, and recorded, a basic precision measure was calculated by dividing the number of relevant terms by the total number of terms.  There is a growing need to develop effective techniques and tools for automatic metadata generation. The research presented in this master's paper compares the annotation functions of NCBO BioPortal with those of HIVE in order to determine whether basic term matching techniques or machine learning techniques produce higher quality results. The research was conducted by selecting a document set and testing it on both annotators. The metadata generated by the annotators was then assessed by three human evaluators in terms of relevance, precision, specificity, and exhaustivity. The research found that on average the results produced by the HIVE annotator, which employed machine learning techniques, had 10 percent higher specificity, 17 percent higher exhaustivity, and 19.4 percent higher precision than the results produced by BioPortal. The paper concludes that the machine learning underlying HIVE produces higher quality results than basic term matching techniques, and that this approach deserves greater research attention. 



Automatic metadata generation: comparison
of annotators (HIVE / NCBO BioPortal)

(Sherman 2010)                  Exhaustivity

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Specificity- For the purposes of this project, specificity describes the extent to which terms produced describe the resource accurately and precisely. Specificity of terms was measured on an ordinal scale with values of 1 (good), 2 (fair), 3 (poor). Specificity values were determined according to the judgment of each evaluator. • Exhaustivity- For the purposes of this project, exhaustivity is defined as the extent of coverage a term set presents. Exhaustivity of result sets was also measured on an ordinal scale with values of 1 (good), 2 (fair), 3 (poor). Exhaustivity values were determined according to the judgment of each evaluator. • Relevance- For each set of results, human evaluators identified unique relevant terms produced by the annotator. Terms were defined as relevant by each evaluator according to their personal assessment. • Precision- After relevant terms for each term set produced by each annotator were identified, counted, and recorded, a basic precision measure was calculated by dividing the number of relevant terms by the total number of terms.  There is a growing need to develop effective techniques and tools for automatic metadata generation. The research presented in this master's paper compares the annotation functions of NCBO BioPortal with those of HIVE in order to determine whether basic term matching techniques or machine learning techniques produce higher quality results. The research was conducted by selecting a document set and testing it on both annotators. The metadata generated by the annotators was then assessed by three human evaluators in terms of relevance, precision, specificity, and exhaustivity. The research found that on average the results produced by the HIVE annotator, which employed machine learning techniques, had 10 percent higher specificity, 17 percent higher exhaustivity, and 19.4 percent higher precision than the results produced by BioPortal. The paper concludes that the machine learning underlying HIVE produces higher quality results than basic term matching techniques, and that this approach deserves greater research attention. 



Improving Consistency via Automatic Indexing

(White, Willis & Greenberg 2012)
• Aim: Comparison indexing with and without HIVE aids.
• Document set: Scientific abstracts.
• Vocabularies: LCSH, NBII, TGN 
• Participants: 31 (librarians, technologists, programmers, and library

consultants. )

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Using the Rolling’s measure, participants had an average consistency of 28.64% for free-text keywords compared to 54.10% for selection of relevant terms, and 35.81% for selection of non-relevant terms. Table 1 shows the average consistency rates using Rolling’s (R) and Hooper’s (H) measures. Consistency within subjects was analyzed using the paired t-test and Wilcoxan signed rank tests. Significant differences in rates of consistency were found between free-text keywords and terms marked relevant; free-text keywords and terms marked non-relevant; and terms marked relevant and terms marked non- relevant. These results suggest that the use of HIVE or author automatic indexing techniques can improve inter-indexer consistency 



Systematic analysis of HIVE indexing
performance: Initial research questions
• What is the best algorithm for automatic term suggestion for 

Spanish vocabularies, KEA or Maui? 

• Do different algorithms perform better for a particular vocabulary? 

• Does the number of extracted concepts represent significant 
differences of precision? 

• Does the minimum number of term occurrence determines the 
results?

• Are the term weights assigned by HIVE consistent with the human 
assessment?



Systematic analysis of HIVE indexing
performance: Pilot study
• Vocabularies: LEM (Spanish Public Libraries Subject Headings); 

VINO (own-developed thesaurus about wine); AGROVOC.
• Document set: Articles on enology, both in Spanish and English.

AGROVOC

VINOLEM



Systematic analysis of HIVE indexing
performance: Pilot study
• Variables:

1. Vocabulary: LEM, AGROVOC, VINO.
2. Document language: ENG / SPA.
3. Algorithm: KEA, MAUI.
4. Nº of minimum ocurrences: 1, 2.
5. Number of indexing terms. 5, 10, 15, 20.
• Other parameters and variables for next experiments:

• Document type, format and length (nº of words).
• Number of training documents per vocabulary.

• Data: concept probability/ Relevance N/Y / Precision (1-4).

• Participants: project members / indexing experts.

16 tests per 
document/voc
abulary

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Extracting keyphrases from new documents that are not present in the training setOnce the model has been generated, we can offer our system to the users to index new documents. To index a new document, we only need to know the probability that have the keyphrase that occur in this new document to be a GOOD or a BAD keyphrase. The computation of this probability is quite simple. We need to compute both probabilities based on the information which we have in our model and in the new document. So, suppose just the two features $TF×IDF$ and position of first occurrence are being used. When the Naïve Bayes model is used on a candidate pseudo phrase with feature values t and f respectively, two quantities are computed: $Pyes = (Y / Y + N) P_tfidf t | yes P_distancef | yes $ and $Pno = (N / N + Y) P_tfidf t | no P_distancef | no $ where Y is the number of positive instances in the training files—that is, author-identified keyphrases—and N is the number of negative instances—that is, candidate phrases that are not keyphrases. The overall probability that the candidate phrase is a keyphrase can then be calculated: $P_k = Pyes / (Pyes +Pno )$ Candidate phrases are ranked according to this value. 

































Systematic analysis of HIVE indexing
performance: Initial Results

• The % of relevant extracted terms is higher in VINO (72-100%) and 
AGROVOC (≅80%) than in LEM (10-55%)More specific vocabularies
offer more relevant results.

• A higher number of extracted concepts does not imply higher precision.

• A higher number of extracted concepts implies lower average
probabilities.

• Probabilities are not always consistent with evaluators assessment of 
terms’ precision.

• For VINO and AGROVOC, KEA always give the same probability to all the
extracted terms. Maui offers variations.

• AGROVOC offers relevants results indexing documents both in English 
and Spanish (Agrovoc concepts in HIVE are in English).



LEM Vocabulary
Algorithm Minim

ocurrs.
N. max. of 

terms.

N. 
extracted 

terms

N. relevant
terms Precision

Average
precision

(human ass)

Average
probability

KEA 1 5 5 2 40,00% 3,00 0,76924
KEA 1 10 10 2 20,00% 3,40 0,36195
KEA 1 15 15 6 40,00% 2,93 0,38091
KEA 1 20 20 11 55,00% 2,70 0,19683
KEA 2 5 5 2 40,00% 3,00 0,46836
KEA 2 10 10 3 30,00% 3,20 0,26720
KEA 2 15 15 6 40,00% 3,07 0,18331
KEA 2 20 20 8 40,00% 3,25 0,13799
Maui 1 5 5 1 20,00% 3,40 0,29956
Maui 1 10 10 1 10,00% 3,70 0,24965
Maui 1 15 15 4 26,67% 3,53 0,19738
Maui 1 20 20 5 25,00% 3,55 0,15245
Maui 2 5 5 1 20,00% 3,40 0,36346
Maui 2 10 10 1 10,00% 3,70 0,24965
Maui 2 15 15 4 26,67% 3,53 0,19738
Maui 2 20 20 5 25 00% 3 55 0 15245



VINO Vocabulary

Algorithm Minim
ocurrs.

N. max. of 
terms.

N. 
extracted 

terms

N. relevant
terms Precision

Average
precision

(human ass.1-4)

Average
probability

KEA 1 5 5 5 100,00% 2,40 0,1689
KEA 1 10 10 9 90,00% 2,70 0,1689
KEA 1 15 15 14 93,33% 2,67 0,1689
KEA 1 20 16 12 75,00% 2,75 0,1689
KEA 2 5 5 5 100,00% 2,40 0,1689
KEA 2 10 10 9 90,00% 2,80 0,1689
KEA 2 15 11 9 81,82% 2,82 0,1689
KEA 2 20 10 9 90,00% 3,20 0,1689
Maui 1 5 5 3 60,00% 3,40 0,3105
Maui 1 10 10 8 80,00% 2,80 0,2084
Maui 1 15 15 11 73,33% 3,27 0,1274
Maui 2 5 5 4 80,00% 3,00 0,2146
Maui 2 10 10 9 90,00% 3,10 0,0371
Maui 2 15 11 8 72,73% 3,09 0,0338
Maui 2 20 11 9 81,82% 3,09 0,1313



Systematic analysis of HIVE indexing
performance: Further research questions

• Integration and evaluation of alternative algorithms
• What is the best algorithm for automatic term suggestion for Spanish 

vocabularies? 

• Do different algorithms perform better for title, abstract, full-text, data? 

• Does the extension/format of the input document influence the quality 
of results? 

• Which is the relationship between number of training documents and 
algorithm performance?

• Do different algorithms perform better for a particular 
vocabulary/taxonomy/ontology? 

• Do different algorithms perform better for a particular subject domain? 



Challenges
Training of KEA++/MAUI models
 General Subject Headings list vs. Thesaurus, number of 

indexing terms, number of training documents, specificity of 
documents.

Combining many vocabularies during the 
indexing/term
 matching phase is difficult, time consuming, inefficient.
 NLP and machine learning offer promise

 Interoperability = dumbing down 
 ontologies 



Limitations and future developments

• Administration level:
• Administrator interface
• Automatic SKOS vocabularies/ training document set  uploading
• Access to indexing results history through admin interface.
• Vocabulary update and synchronization ( integration of HIVE with 

LCSH Atom Feed http://id.loc.gov/authorities/feed) 

• Browsing/Search:
• Browsing multiple vocabularies simultaneously, through their 

mappings (closeMatch?)
• Visual browsing of vocabularies’ concepts.
• Advanced search: limit types of terms, hierarchy depth, nº of terms.
• Search results: ordering and filtering options, visualization options.

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/feed


Limitations and future developments

• Indexing:
• Indexing multiple documents at the same time.
• Visualization options: cloud / list.
• Ordering options: byconcept weights/ vocabulary, alphabetically, 

specificity (BT/NT).
• Linking options: select and export SKOS concept, link it to document 

by RDF (give document an URI…)

• Integration:
• Repositories and controlled vocabularies / author keywords.
• Digital library systems.
• Traditional library catalogs? Bound to disappear… RDA >> RDF 

bibliographic catalogs.



HIVE and HIVE-ES Teams
HIVE HIVE-ES



Thank you!
• Metadata Research Center (UNC)
• NESCent (National Evolutionary 

Synthesis Center)
• Tecnodoc Group (UC3M)
• Duke University
• Long Term Ecological Research 

Network (LTER)
• Institute of Museum and Library 

Services
• National Science Foundation
• National Library of Spain
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